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About This Game

Astro Tripper is a furious shoot-em-up experience inspired by the painful, knuckle busting video games of years gone by. An
evolution of PomPom's 2001 award winning game, Space Tripper. Travel the surface of large horizontally-scrolling platforms,

and pit your highly maneuverable craft against hoards of enemies eager to blow you to bits, eat you or worse.

Gameplay is simple. You are free to travel anywhere on the platform at anytime, but don’t fall off! Powerful Blue Lasers and
Red Spread Lasers come equipped, so use both weapons tactically to get through tricky situations. Power up your weapons with

power crystals dropped by destroyed enemies. Oh, did we mention the blasting absolutely anything that moves?

Enemies encountered are varied. Zippy UFOS. Fat Motherships. Tanks. Choppers. Slimy Slug creatures. Alien Insects. Aztec
structures brimming with electricity. And of course, Big Bosses! 14 unique levels spread over 4 diverse worlds means there’s

always something new just around the corner.

Key features:

Furious retro shoot-em-up gameplay
14 completely unique levels spread over 4 worlds
Vibrant 3D visuals and effects
Global Online Leaderboards
Unlockable Challenge Games
Achievements
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Title: Astro Tripper
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PomPom
Publisher:
Pom Pom Games
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:XP,Vista,7
Processor:1.6GHZ or better
Memory:512 MB RAM
Graphics:DirectX 9.0c compatible Shader 2
DirectX®:dx90c
Hard Drive:75 MB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian
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♥♥♥♥ this game !. When I first saw this game on Reddit I thought it would be a bad version of Beat Saber or Audioshield.
It takes inspiration from similar games but had its own unique innovations.
-Multiple weapons
  The game automatically switches you between shields, swords, arm cannons, and a bow. Each has their own mechanics for
interacting with notes.
The shield isn't a simple block like Audioshield if you simply block the note just pops but if you punch into the note it will be
volleyed back to the boss and if it hits it you get a nice chunk of points.
The swords work the same as Beat saber although there is some mechanic where Zelda style swipe blasts come out of your
sword and track the boss hitting it for points (I currently do not know what triggers it)
The Arm cannons are simply timed shots where the targets appear, and if the boss is at the target you get extra points. I am
unaware of anything else for that.
The Bow is currently the "weakest" of the weapons and will hopefully see some real TLC. The interesting part is you use an
arrow hand to catch a bullet from the boss which turns into an arrow for your bow and a timed shot similar to the arm cannons
show up to launch the arrow at with the bow.

-Ingame editor
  I absolutely love the ingame editor, I've spent hours making songs in the Beat Saber editor and it is so refreshing to be able to
seamlessly go from recording a song to playing it. Although you better have the song memorized as you have to record the song
in one go.
You can freely switch between the 4 weapons and even mix some of them together (Sword right hand Shield left) and when you
or someone plays your recorded beatmap the game will equip the right weapons at the right times.
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-360 play
  All the other similar games have a stage or rails in front of you and the notes come towards you down a line. in DtB the boss
has the ability to move 360 degrees around the player and you are able to record your beatmaps in full 360. Have notes do a full
spin around the player or require them to catch an arrow and quickly shoot it behind them.

I am excited to see where this game goes as it is developed and I very much recommend it if you enjoy these kinds of music
games.
TLDR Not a ripoff, not a clone, unique ideas.. Lots of fun! But a bit short.. SO AMAZING!

9.7/10

this game is really god damn good + it's only 5 dollars.
it still kinda feels empty but this game has huge potentiall.
buy this with friends (is much more fun with friends). This item is good. But Mabye we should get some large prarires into the
gwr line, or 2800s or night owls 4700s, or 4200s I reccomend this.
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To put it simply: I love this game.

It's very charming. It's extremely quirky. But what makes me love this game the most is that it's...fun.
Yes, it's fun. Simple, but fun. As I'm writing this, I'm only through the first chapter, but I can say this with certainty:

Wayward Manor has an interesting story, cute characters, and a unique direction of art. Put all of those things together into the
gameplay style (Point & Click, Puzzler) and voilà: You have a fun game! (In my opinion). What DTG does not provide in the
description:

Windows and doors inoperable
Sun visors inoperable
No numberboard lights (even after update)
No step lights
One setting for headlights (Bright)
Ditch lights only flash. gt;,> If you arent sure if you wants it. Try it on kongregate or somthing. :3 I found that I spent a lot of
time with the thing. D: 13 hours just in steam. That is worth the money to me. :D

It is a very simple game. >,> I always find it strange how such simple games can be more entertaining and keep you playing the
same amount of time as AAA games.. \udb40\udc21. Surprisingly better than what I would expected. Well balanced battles
(kinda. once you get Helga and learn how to abuse her dual wield, you're OP af), funny plot, ultimate bosses and weapons, and
you can even be a detective at the end. The plot is the strong point of the game. I'm not into romance story but the writters
(mostly females, i think) merged it well into the adventure.

Now, cons: well. Not sure if I have any, a few minor bugs, and terrible cutscene arts. But that was expected considering the
budget of the game. Would be awesome if they could hire a small artist than trying to sketch it out themselves, though.

ps: No it's not a racist game despite the name. In fact, the plot have anti-racism value. You cant treat someone by their races.
Except rich white guys, especially ones that owns a hotel. Do you even see his face? Definitely evil.. As others have already
mentioned, this game is similar to Diner Dash and other time management casual games. I love the cute animation, voice acting
and graphic style, and overall it gave me a very pleasant experience. There are also different types of customers with different
behaviors, and sometimes you need to prioritize who gets which table first. This game also made me realize how restauranteurs
feel when I go alone to their restaurants and occupy a table meant for 4. Now I know they must be cursing me under their breath
:D

Though I recommend this game, I must warn you, there is one VERY SERIOUS BUG - If you replay old levels you have
already completed, then once you complete that same level for the second time, your total amount of gold coins REDUCES!
Yup, you read that right. I can understand if devs want to prevent people from farming coins, they don't have to award coins
again to those who have already completed the same level earlier. But reducing the total amount of coins is crazy and makes no
sense. Especially on missions where I want to play again because I got only 1 or 2 stars and I want to get 3 stars, I end up with
lesser amount of total coins every time I replay them.

If this is not going to be a problem for you, then go ahead and buy this game. But because of this bug, some achievements will
be very difficult to unlock, because in some of the tougher levels, you will need to upgrade a couple of things in order to get 3
stars, and you cannot do that when you have no coins left. You've been warned, my friend.. First - I've been a golf game fan for
years, at least since playing Tiger 2008 on the 360. It's hard to find comparably good golf games on the PC, much less in VR.
This one does a pretty good job of it. It's kind of like being inside an EA sports golfing title from maybe a few years ago - which
is definetely not a bad thing at all, in fact, it's great.

I had originally purchased The Golf Club VR based on it's reviews - primarily that it was regarded as a more accurate
'simulation' rather than just a game. I refunded that game and got this one which is in my opinion MUCH better than that one. I
think because of all of the reviews I thought that this one would not have a realistic feel, but, it absolutely does.

This game runs well (at least on my fairly high end rig) as where The Golf Club VR does not. It's fairly pretty and does not drop
frames, unlike the other game which is ugly and blurry no matter what. The swing mechanics are good - I do prefer the way they
represent your swing path with lines in the other game, but, this game just has so muich more going for it that I'm going to look
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past the little details.

This is actually a 'game' - it has you progress through courses in a single player mode, and it also has a multiplayer (trade-the-
headset) mode, which is awesome for having friends over (haven't tried this yet, but I'm really glad it has this feature).

I was afraid the putting would suck on this one because of the other reviews. I think it's fine - it is difficult, but, real putting is
also difficult and this seems fairly accurate. I think I might have liked the putting in The Golf Club VR slightly better, but with
all the other problems that game has, it's not a fair trade off at all for this fairly great putting system.

The music and ambience is better in this game but I wish there was a volume for it instead of just 'on' or 'off'.

I wish you could re-center your play space or change the direction of your shot (also moving the play space). Because you can't,
you just need to plan to have an extra large play area. It also positions the ball about 6 inches outside the play area - for me this
is fine because I have a little room for a swing slightly outside the play area, but if I really want to hit it at a different angle, it
could get difficult. It really needs a re-centering option or at least the option to position the ball somehwere else in your play
area. This is a downside of this game, and probably the biggest IMO. The bright news is that it's much less common in this game
that I actually need that feature - but when I do, man, I would really like to have it. Either way, I would absolutely recommend
this game especially over the other one. This is the best VR golf we have until someone else does it better, or the developer
actually fixes these somewhat minor issues which would make it pretty much perfect. If they fix this, I would be very happy to
update my review.. The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 did i play. Probably not the best F-16 experience you can find, but I quite
like it. It's pretty easy to learn enough to start flying; it's the perfect level of difficulty for a filthy casual such as myself. The
model looks good, both interior and exterior and I think it's a joy to fly. I see myself spending a lot of my FSX time flying the
Falcon.. 1. no tutorials
2. sometimes the game doesn't allow me to take a train on the line without any reason
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